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Intelligent Sonoff NSPanel Wall Switch (White)
The  Intelligent  Sonoff  NSPanel  Wall  Switch  is  a  modern  solution  that  provides  convenience  and  flexibility  in  managing  household
electrical  devices.  Equipped  with  an  intuitive  touch  panel,  compatibility  with  Android  and  iOS  systems,  and  voice  control  capability,
NSPanel  is  the  perfect  solution  for  those  who  value  modernity  and  convenience.  The  elegant  white  color,  compact  dimensions,  and
high-quality materials such as tempered glass ensure both aesthetics and durability.
 
Versatile Control
NSPanel offers users various ways to control household devices: through touch, voice, or a mobile application. This flexibility allows for
customization of the control method to individual needs and preferences. As a result, whether you are at home or away, you always have
full control over your environment.
 
Intelligent Integration with the App
Thanks to its  compatibility  with Android and iOS systems,  NSPanel  allows for  easy device management via a smartphone.  The mobile
app's  widget  feature  enables  quick  switching on and off,  setting  schedules,  and sharing control  of  devices  with  family  members.  This
solution not only simplifies daily tasks but also enables more efficient energy management in the home.
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High Quality and Design
NSPanel  stands out from competitive products due to its  robust construction and aesthetic  design.  Materials  such as PC V0,  CRS, and
tempered glass ensure durability and resistance to damage. Additionally, its compact dimensions (86 x 86 x 41.7mm) and elegant white
color allow for easy integration of the switch into any interior.
 
Package Contents
Switch x 1
Instruction manual x 1
Screw x 2
     
    
Specifications
    
        
            
                Brand
                Sonoff
            
            
                Model
                NSPanel
            
            
                Color
                White
            
            
                Dimensions
                86 x 86 x 41.7mm
            
            
                Material
                PC V0, CRS, tempered glass
            
            
                Screen Size
                3.5 inches
            
            
                Resolution
                480 x 320 px
            
            
                Bluetooth Version
                4.2
            
            
                Wi-Fi Connectivity
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                IEEE 802.11 b/g/n 2.4GHz
            
            
                Input
                100-240V ~ 50/60Hz 4A Max
            
        
    

Price:

Before: € 55.2024

Now: € 55.01

Smart Home, Intelligent Home Control
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